
Personal information

Please indicate what best describes your career level.

25 responses

How long have you been using the Einstein Toolkit or its predecessors?

25 responses

Simulation Factory user survey
25 responses

Publish analytics

undergraduate student
graduate student
postdoc
faculty
staff

12%

36%

24%
28%

I am not using the Einstein
Toolkit
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
less than 10 years
more than 10 years

8%

12%

40%

8%

16%

12%
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Have you ever developed (Cactus) code to be used with the Einstein
Toolkit?

25 responses

If involved in simulations, how many production level simulations are you
typically involved in per year?

25 responses

How many persons are (typically) involved in simulations that you take part
in? Please check all that apply.

25 responses

No, I have never developed
Cactus code
Yes, I have developed code for
in-house (my own group and
collaborators) use
Yes, I have developed code that
is publically available
Yes, I have developed code that
has been contributed to the
Einstein Toolkit

24%

40%

12%

24%

I am not typically involved in
running simulations
1 to 3
3 to 5
5 to 10
more than 10

56%

8%

32%

0 2 4 6 8

I do not take part in
simulations using…

Just myself (1 person)
My supervisor and myself

(2 persons)

Less than 5 persons, all
local to our r…

Less than 5 persons, in our
local resea…

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

6 (24%)6 (24%)6 (24%)

4 (16%)4 (16%)4 (16%)

1 (4%)1 (4%)1 (4%)

8 (32%)8 (32%)8 (32%)

2 (8%)2 (8%)2 (8%)

4 (16%)4 (16%)4 (16%)

6 (24%)6 (24%)6 (24%)



How many nodes are typically used in your simulations? Please check all
that apply.

25 responses

Experience using Simulation Factory

Are you currently using Simulation Factory or any other tool to manage
compiling and submitting Einstein Toolkit simulations? Please use "Other"
to provide the name of an alternative tool you use if applicable and check
all that apply.

25 responses

How long have you used Simulation Factory (if at all)?

25 responses

0 5 10 15

I only use my laptop /
workstation and …

1 to 4 nodes, running less
than 1 month

10 to 30 nodes, running
less than 1 mon…

1 to 4 nodes, running
longer than 1 mon…

10 to 30 nodes, running
longer than 1 m…

more than 100 nodes, any
runtime

9 (36%)9 (36%)9 (36%)
7 (28%)7 (28%)7 (28%)

12 (48%)12 (48%)12 (48%)
9 (36%)9 (36%)9 (36%)

10 (40%)10 (40%)10 (40%)
5 (20%)5 (20%)5 (20%)

3 (12%)3 (12%)3 (12%)
5 (20%)5 (20%)5 (20%)

6 (24%)6 (24%)6 (24%)
5 (20%)5 (20%)5 (20%)

2 (8%)2 (8%)2 (8%)
1 (4%)1 (4%)1 (4%)

0 10 20 30

I do not use any tool
(Simulation Facto…

I use Simulation Factory

Our HPC SLURM scripting
for running.

2 (8%)2 (8%)2 (8%)

23 (92%)23 (92%)23 (92%)

1 (4%)1 (4%)1 (4%)

I have never used Simulation
Factory
1 year
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
less than 10 years
more than 10 years

8%

12%

28%16%

8%

16%

12%



For what are you currently using (parts of) Simulation Factory? Please
check all that apply.

25 responses

Building on existing Simulation Factory files

Which Simulation Factory files do you modify extend/ use (if any)?

If you are modifying Simulation Factory files, why are you doing so?

20 responses

0 10 20 30

I am not using Simulation
Factory or an…

I use some of the files in
Simulation F…

I use Simulation Factory to
compile Ein…

I use Simulation Factory to
compile Ein…

I use Simulation Factory to
submit simu…

I use Simulation Factory to
run simulat…

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

18 (72%)18 (72%)18 (72%)

23 (92%)23 (92%)23 (92%)

22 (88%)22 (88%)22 (88%)

22 (88%)22 (88%)22 (88%)

13 (52%)13 (52%)13 (52%)

option lists submit scripts run scripts machine ini files /
defaults.ini

0

5

10

rarely or neverrarely or neverrarely or never sometimessometimessometimes frequentlyfrequentlyfrequently

0 5 10 15

Simulation Factory does
not offer any o…

Modifying by hand is easier
than using …

To make it work on the
specific cluster…

If cluster environment
changes this is …

I am not aware of all the
flags that ca…

9 (45%)9 (45%)9 (45%)

11 (55%)11 (55%)11 (55%)

1 (5%)1 (5%)1 (5%)

1 (5%)1 (5%)1 (5%)

1 (5%)1 (5%)1 (5%)



Have you ever added to Simulation factory? Please check all that apply.

25 responses

If you have ever added to Simulation Factory, how hard did you find
understanding the machine description files (with 1 being very easy to
understand and 5 being almost impossible to understand)?

22 responses

Have you ever found or reported bugs in Simulation Factory?

25 responses

0 5 10 15 20

I have never added to
Simulation Factor…

I have updated an existing
machine desc…

I have added a new cluster
to Simulatio…

I have added a new cluster
and contribu…

4 (16%)4 (16%)4 (16%)

15 (60%)15 (60%)15 (60%)

12 (48%)12 (48%)12 (48%)

6 (24%)6 (24%)6 (24%)

16 (64%)16 (64%)16 (64%)

15 (60%)15 (60%)15 (60%)

8 (32%)8 (32%)8 (32%)

1 2 3 4 5
0

5

10

15

1 (4.5%)1 (4.5%)1 (4.5%)

5 (22.7%)

12 (54.5%)

4 (18.2%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

no, I have never found bungs
yes, I have found bugs but have
not told anyone about them
yes, I have found bugs and
asked for help from group me…
yes, I have found bugs and
reported them to some of the…
yes, I have found bugs and
reported them on the mailing l…
bungs to bugs :-)

16%

8%

12%

56%



Have you ever fixed bugs in Simulation Factory?

25 responses

If you have ever found or fixed bugs in Simulation Factory, how hard did
you find understanding its source code (with 1 being very easy to
understand and 5 being almost impossible to understand)?

15 responses

Simulation Factory sub-commands

Which of the following sub-commands are you aware of or have used?
Please check all that apply.

no, never
yes, I have fixed bugs for my
own use
yes, I have fixed bugs for use
by my collaborators and myself
yes, I have fixed bugs and
contributed the patch to
Simulation Factory

8%

16%

76%

1 2 3 4 5
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%) 0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

9 (60%)

4 (26.7%)

2 (13.3%)

archive build checkout cleanup create create-run
0

10

20

I am aware of this sub-commandI am aware of this sub-commandI am aware of this sub-command I have used this sub-commandI have used this sub-commandI have used this sub-command



General capabilities. Please use "Other" to list options you use but that do
not appear in a checkbox.

The build command

sim build

24 responses

Please indicate if you are aware, or are using any of these options. Please
check all that apply.

The create / submit / run commands

--remote
--machine

--hostname
the $HOME/.hostname file

--mdbkey
0

5

10

15
I am aware of this optionI am aware of this optionI am aware of this option I require this optionI require this optionI require this option

I am aware of the build
command
I require the build command75%

25%

-j / --jobs --reconfig --clean --optimise --debug --profile --un
0

5

10

15
I am aware of this optionI am aware of this optionI am aware of this option I require this optionI require this optionI require this option



Which commands do you use to start simulations? Please check all that
apply.

Please indicate if you are aware, or are using any of these options. Please
check all that apply.

Other sub-commands and options

sim sync

15 responses

create submit create-submit run create-run
0

10

20
I am aware of this commandI am aware of this commandI am aware of this command I require this commandI require this commandI require this command

--basedir --
sourcebasedir

--define --substitute --replace --configuration --run
sub

0

10

20
I am aware of this optionI am aware of this optionI am aware of this option I require this optionI require this optionI require this option

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0

I am aware of the sync
command

I require the sync
command

... I am aware of the --
sourcebasedir o…

... I require the --
sourcebasedir option

8 (53.3%)8 (53.3%)8 (53.3%)

10 (66.7%10 (66.7%10 (66.7%

6 (40%)6 (40%)6 (40%)

2 (13.3%)2 (13.3%)2 (13.3%)



sim login

12 responses

sim show-output

17 responses

sim setup-silent

18 responses

Other options

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I am aware of the login
command

I require the login
command

... I am aware of the --
sourcebasedir o…

... I require the --
sourcebasedir option

... I am aware of the --
simulation opti…

... I require the --simulation
option

6 (50%)6 (50%)6 (50%)

5 (41.7%)5 (41.7%)5 (41.7%)

4 (33.3%)4 (33.3%)4 (33.3%)

1 (8.3%)1 (8.3%)1 (8.3%)

4 (33.3%)4 (33.3%)4 (33.3%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

0 5 10 15

I am aware of the show-
output command

I require the show-output
command

... I am aware of the --
follow option

... I require the --follow
option

11 (64.7%)11 (64.7%)11 (64.7%)

7 (41.2%)7 (41.2%)7 (41.2%)

8 (47.1%)8 (47.1%)8 (47.1%)

4 (23.5%)4 (23.5%)4 (23.5%)

0 5 10 15

I am aware of the setup-
silent command

... I am aware of the --
setup-email opt…

... I am aware of the --
setup-user opti…

... I am aware of the --
setup-sourcebas…

13 (72.2%)13 (72.2%)13 (72.2%)

6 (33.3%)6 (33.3%)6 (33.3%)

2 (11.1%)2 (11.1%)2 (11.1%)

1 (5.6%)1 (5.6%)1 (5.6%)

1 (5.6%)1 (5.6%)1 (5.6%)

3 (16.7%)3 (16.7%)3 (16.7%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

2 (11.1%)2 (11.1%)2 (11.1%)



Any other sub-commands

Please list any other sub-commands and options that you use (if any).

1 response

--parfile 
--queue
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--append
--force

--cdb
--mdb

--argument
--remotecactuspath

--
0

2

4

I am aware of this optionI am aware of this optionI am aware of this option I require this optionI require this optionI require this option
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